CELL BIOLOGY

More than skin deep
LMSM studies the effects of changing environmental parameters on the physiology of bacteria, and
has recently began using this expertise to help the cosmetics industry. Many of these investigations
involve absorbance-, luminescence- and fluorescence-based assays, requiring strict control of the
temperature inside the microplate measurement chamber for reliable results.
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LMSM focuses on three particular
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transducers, communication in human
microbiota, and communication in
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Left to right: Ali Tahrioui, Emeline Bouffartigues and Olivier Maillot with LMSM’s Spark readers

and the Spark has made a big difference
to our work. It enables us to obtain
physiological measurements to help
answer important questions about
membrane fluidity, complementing
the available genetic information.”
“We routinely monitor bacterial growth

The Spark reader’s integrated Te-Cool
module gives us complete control of
the temperature in the measurement
chamber.
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of reporter genes. Again, the Spark and
Te-Cool combination make these
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